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Preface

hen I first encountered Buddhist thought some twenty
years ago, the Buddhist analysis of identity especially caught my
attention, and this soon led me to a study of N›g›rjuna. As is
perhaps common, my first attempts at reading N›g›rjuna were confused
and confusing, but as is less common, I also was able to consult two fine
Buddhist thinkers: Tara Tulku Rinpoche, a well-known scholar in the
Tibetan Gelug (Dge lugs) tradition, and Robert Thurman, who had invited
Tara Tulku to teach at Amherst College at the time. Both Thurman and
Tara Tulku encouraged me to study the works of Je Tsongkhapa (Rje
Tsong kha pa; 1357–1419), whose reading of N›g›rjuna forms the philosophical bedrock of the Gelug tradition.
On Tsongkhapa’s interpretation, the key to understanding N›g›rjuna
lies largely in the proper use of a certain style of reasoning: namely, the
system of inferential reasoning developed by Dharmakırti, a renowned
South Asian Buddhist of the seventh century (C.E.). Turning, to Dharmakırti’s works, I soon encountered a host of competing—even incompatible—interpretations among the numerous commentators on Dharmakırti’s
thought in Tibet. An attempt to account for these differences, along with
the sheer interest and difficulty of the material, soon drew me into an
intense study of Dharmakırti during my graduate work at Harvard University.
Under the guidance of Masatoshi Nagatomi and M. David Eckel, the
focus of my research on Dharmakırti moved to the South Asian interpretations that precede and inform the highly disparate readings of Tibetan
exegetes. I must admit that, at first, I sought to determine which Tibetan
reading was “the correct” interpretation in light of South Asian precedents,
but it did not take long for this approach to strike me as hopelessly naïve
and, in the end, entirely uninteresting. Instead, I sought to contextualize the

W
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divergence of Tibetan opinion by understanding the history of the interpretation of Dharmakırti’s thought in South Asia itself—a shift encouraged by my graduate work with Charles Hallisey. A grant from the
American Institute of Indian Studies enabled me to spend two years at the
Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies in Sarnath, where I read commentaries on Dharmakırti’s works with Prof. R›m ⁄a˙kar Trip›˛hi, and
this period in India was critical to my research. Even in the Sanskrit works
of South Asia, however, the interpretation of Dharmakırti’s thought develops and diverges to a wide extent; hence, with the concerted help of Tom
Tillemans, I settled eventually on a focused account of the earliest South
Asian interpretations of Dharmakırti as the subject of my doctoral dissertation (1999), which is effectively the first draft of this book.
As I was completing my doctoral work, Georges Dreyfus’s Recognizing
Reality, an extensive study of the Tibetan interpretations of Dharmakırti,
appeared in print. That work, along with numerous conversations with
Dreyfus, aided me considerably in my research. While tremendously helpful, Dreyfus’s study of the Tibetan interpretations also highlighted the need
for a similar, historical account that focuses on a specific South Asian interpretation. This book contributes to fulfilling that need.
My dissertation built on the work of numerous scholars, and in the
course of the substantial revisions that led to this book, many responded
with helpful comments and suggestions. Tom Tillemans continued to provide the sort of advice whose perspicuous practicality is matched by the
keen philosophical insights on which it rests. Ernst Steinkellner, whose
work figures prominently at crucial junctures of my argument, took the
trouble to go through the entire text. His critiques, suggestions, and encouragement have added greatly to this book. ShßryÒ Katsura likewise provided
a number of suggestions, some through an extended and entertaining
debate about particulars. Brendan Gillon’s careful and detailed responses
were especially helpful for clarifying my analysis of Dharmakırti’s ontology.
Eli Franco provided a comprehensive response to my discussion of justification or “instrumentality” (pr›m›˚ya) that helped me to clarify my interpretation. Helmut Krasser directed me to some important passages and
provided welcome encouragement. And Richard Hayes’s pithy remarks
proved especially helpful in reconceiving the overall context of my interpretation.
Many others who work on Dharmakırti and related issues aided me in
various ways. A few that come readily to mind are Takashi Iwata, Birgit
Kellner, Horst Lasic, Parimal Patil, Ernst Prets, and Mark Siderits. In this
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xiii

regard, I must especially thank Marek Mejor and Piotr Balcerowicz of Warsaw University’s Oriental Institute for organizing in 2001 a most fruitful
seminar where, amid the beauty of the Polish countryside, debates on Dharmakırti (and much else besides) went on through the night. On that occasion, and on others as well, I am sure that some critical comment or quiet
suggestion has proved helpful in ways that I have failed to notice. To all
those that have gone unthanked, I apologize for my forgetfulness.
Having joined the faculty of the University of Wisconsin-Madison in
1999, I began to work intensively with students, and although various
responsibilities made it difficult to begin any serious revisions before 2003,
I managed to use the early version of my manuscript in a few of my seminars. Students, I have learned, are excellent teachers, and their questions and
arguments added much to my thinking. As the manuscript moved more
rapidly toward its final form, two graduate students assisted me as editors.
Eddy Falls read the manuscript with an eye to the arguments, and his comments helped to sharpen my discussion on a number of points. Christian
Haskett went through the whole work, including notably the Sanskrit and
Tibetan citations, and his contribution was likewise welcome. Throughout
all this time, my publisher Tim McNeill and editor David Kittelstrom—
along with Tom Tillemans as series editor—exercised great patience. Let us
hope that the delay was worthwhile.
Last and foremost, I must honor and thank the contributions of Sara
McClintock, my chief editor, critic, supporter, and spouse: to her I owe
more thanks than I could ever express. Despite being a new mother with
an academic (i.e., overworked and somewhat erratic) husband, she somehow managed to complete her own dissertation, begin an academic career,
maintain her equanimity and fundamental cheeriness, and still give me the
most helpful comments on the manuscript. Perhaps I am spoiled by such
excellent companionship, replete with the finest editorial advice and scholarly insight. But when in the care of a bodhisattva, how can one really be
spoiled?
Madison, Wisconsin
May 19, 2004
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Abbreviations

1, 2, 3, etc.

Immediately following any abbreviation, a numeral indicates a chapter or section number (for example, PV1 indicates the first chapter of PV). Verse numbers follow the
chapter or section number (for example, PV1.25 indicates
verse 25 in chapter 1 of PV).

-D

Following any abbreviation, “-D” indicates the Tibetan
translation of the text in question as found in the Sde dge
edition.

AK

AbhidharmakoŸa as preserved in AKBh.

AKBh

AbhidharmakoŸabh›˝ya. See author Vasubandhu (1970).

AS/EA

Asiatische Studien / Études Asiatiques.

BCA

Bodhicary›vat›ra. See author ⁄›ntideva.

BKGA

Beiträge zur Kultur- und Geistesgeschichte Asiens.

G

Gnoli’s edition of Pram›˚av›rttika, Sv›rth›num›na pariccheda, and PVSV.

HB

Hetubindu. See author Dharmakırti (1967).

HBT

Hetubindu˛ık›. See author Arca˛a.

JAAR

Journal of the American Academy of Religion.

JAOS

Journal of the American Oriental Society.

JIABS

Journal of the International Association for Buddhist Studies.

JIP

Journal of Indian Philosophy.
xv
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ABBREVIATIONS

K

Kar˚akagomin, author of Pram›˚av›rttikasvav¸tti˛ık›.

LPP

Laghupr›m›˚yaparık˝›. See author Dharmottara (1991c).

MMK

MÒlmadhyamakak›rik›. See author N›g›rjuna.

NB

Ny›yabindu. See author Dharmakırti (1994).

NBh

Ny›yabh›˝ya. See author V›tsy›yana.

NBT

Ny›yabindu˛ık›. See author Dharmottara.

NS

Ny›yasÒtras. See author Gautama.

NV

Ny›yav›rttika. See author Uddyotakara.

NVTT

Ny›yav›rttikat›tparya˛ık›. See author V›caspatimiŸra (1985).

PDS

Pad›rthadharmasa˙graha. See author PraŸastap›da (1994).

PS

Pram›˚asamuccaya. For PS1, see author Dign›ga (1968; edition by Hattori). For other chapters, see author Dign›ga
(1955–61a; translation of Kanakavarman and Dad pa’i shes
rab).

PSV

Pram›˚asamuccayav¸tti. For PSV on PS1, see author Dign›ga
(1968). For other portions of PSV, see author Dign›ga
(1955–61b).

PV

Pram›˚av›rttika. See author Dharmakırti under the dates of
these editions: PV1 = Gnoli edition (1960); PV2 =
Sa˙k¸ty›yana edition (1938–40); PV3 = Tosaki edition
(1979, 1985); PV4.1–148 = Tillemans edition (2000);
PV4.149ff = Sa˙k¸ty›yana edition (1938–40).

PVin

Pram›˚aviniŸcaya. See author Dharmakırti under the dates
of these editions: PVin1 = Vetter edition (1966); PVin2 =
Steinkellner edition (1979); PVin3 = PVin-D (1991b).

PVinT

Pram›˚aviniŸcaya˛ık›. See author Dharmottara (1991b).

PVP

Pram›˚av›rttikapañjik›. See author Devendrabuddhi (1991).

PVSV

Pram›˚av›rttikasvopajñav¸tti; also called Svav¸tti. See
author Dharmakırti (1960).

PVT

Pram›˚av›rttika˛ık›. See author ⁄›kyabuddhi (1991).
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xvii

PVT-p

Peking edition of PVT. See author ⁄›kyabuddhi (1955–60).

PVT-s

Sanskrit fragments of PVT. See author ⁄›kyabuddhi (1992).

PVV

Pram›˚av›rttikav¸tti. See author Manorathanandin.

PVV-n

VibhÒticandra’s notes to PVV; included in S›˙k¸ty›yana
edition of PV (1938–40).

⁄V

⁄lokav›rttika. See author Kum›rila (1993).

TS

Tattvasa˙graha. See author ⁄›ntarak˝ita.

TSP

Tattvasa˙grahapañjik›. See author KamalaŸıla.

VN

V›dany›ya. See author Dharmakırti (1991c).

WSTB

Wiener Studien zur Tibetologie und Buddhismuskunde.

WZKS

Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Südasiens.

WZKSO

Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Süd- und Ostasiens.

YD

Yuktidıpik›. See author “Unknown.”
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A Note on the Sanskrit and Tibetan Translations

mportant passages from Sanskrit and Tibetan texts appear throughout this book. Most of these translations are also included in the appendix, where they are embedded in the larger passages from which I have
extracted them. For convenience, the titles of most Sanskrit and Tibetan
texts are abbreviated in accord with the table of abbreviations, which is also
a key to the various editions of Sanskrit and Tibetan texts that I have
employed for the translations. As with most philosophical works in Sanskrit, Dharmakırti’s texts often employ a dialogic model, whereby Dharmakırti argues in response to critiques expressed in the voice of an objector
(pÒrvapak˝a), whether actual or hypothetical. To represent this convention,
I have used quotation marks to indicate the beginning and end of an objection in a translated passage. Another feature of this textual tradition is the
interweaving of texts, such that a commentator’s prose often includes
phrases from the verse or commentary that he is discussing. In some cases,
it is especially helpful to know which phrases in a commentary are supplied from a verse or another commentary, and in such instances, I have
italicized the phrases in question. Finally, as explained in the introduction,
I have avoided to the greatest extent possible the use of square brackets to
indicate insertions in translations. Where brackets remain, the insertions are
particularly lengthy, or they are less clearly supported by commentaries or
grammar.

I

xix
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Introduction

uddhist philosophers often speak of beginninglessness. It is
claimed that the minds of living beings, for example, have no beginning, and that our current universe is only one in a beginningless
cycle of expansion and decay. Some Buddhist thinkers would claim that
even the most mundane task can have no true beginning. That is, if a
beginning occurs, there must be some moment, some “now,” in which it
occurs. For the present to exist, however, there must be a past and a future,
for what would “now” mean if there were no time other than now? And
of course, if there is a past, then how could now be a beginning? Now
should instead be the end of the past. Each beginning, in short, must itself
have a beginning.1
In a more concrete sense, this book also starts from beginninglessness, for
it arises from a need for a point of departure—a place from which to
begin—in my work on the thought of Dharmakırti, a South Asian Buddhist philosopher of the seventh century (c.e.).2 That Dharmakırti is worthy of our attention seems scarcely necessary to justify. Following upon the
work of his predecessor Dign›ga, Dharmakırti addressed at length numerous questions that are of central concern to Buddhist thought and practice.
The impact of his views on Buddhist theories of perception, inference, and

B

1 For a cosmological model, see AKBh ad AK3.19 (433–434). A philosophical account is
found in the PÒrv›parako˛iparık˝› and K›laparık˝› of N›g›rjuna’s MMK.
2 The dates of Dharmakırti are far from certain, but in the absence of anything more definitive, I follow Frauwallner’s well-known article (1961). Concerning Lindtner’s (1980) proposal of an earlier date, his treatment is based on the problematic attribution of the
Madhyamakaratnapradıpa to Bh›vaviveka, and is thus dubious. It is crucial to note that, on
my view, the precise dating of Dharmakırti and his commentators is far less important than
work that locates these figures in a relative sense. In this regard, Krasser’s work (1999) is a
fine example.

1
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FOUNDATIONS OF DHARMAKÊ RTI’S PHILOSOPHY

language is difficult to overestimate. Indeed, it would not be outlandish to
claim that his ideas are repeated in every Mah›y›na Buddhist philosophical work written after his time in South Asia. To this day, the Tibetan
translations of his Sanskrit texts are recited, studied, and debated by Tibetan
monastic scholars to such an extent that, in the central monasteries of the
largest Tibetan tradition, a lengthy monastic holiday is devoted entirely to
debate on the works of Dharmakırti.3
The difficulty in beginning a conversation on the work of Dharmakırti
stems from a problem that often plagues systematic philosophy and theology: the elements of the system are so tightly intertwined that the first word
of an argument appears to presuppose the system in its entirety.4 In Dharmakırti’s case, two circumstances render this hermeneutical circle particularly vexing. First, the systematicity of his thought is matched by its
complexity and extreme concision. And second, the Buddhist traditions of
South Asia and Tibet, in their reverence for Dharmakırti, have reappropriated his works through successive generations of commentaries such that
we encounter a sometimes dazzling variety of ways to read Dharmakırti. As
a result, we often find a striking lack of consensus on the most basic issues
in the contemporary study of Dharmakırti’s thought.
A lack of consensus is not itself a problem: Dominick LaCapra has noted
that one frequently acknowledged sign of a great work is its resistance to
definitive interpretation.5 Nevertheless, in the case of a systematic thinker
such as Dharmakırti, some of our most useful readings must emphasize the
tightly woven nature of the web of ideas that constitute his thought, and
without a consensus on even his most basic positions, such readings become
impossible. Instead, we find ourselves arguing over the details of a particular position—such as his notion of an entity’s nature (svabh›va)—without
3 I am referring to the ’Jang dgun chos, the Dge lugs holiday of which Lobsang Gyatso provides a fascinating and moving account in his memoirs (1998). Georges Dreyfus gives an
extended and evocative account of the event (2003:234ff), and he likewise discusses the overall place of Dharmakırti in Dge lugs education.
4 G.W.F. Hegel, for example, begins the main body of his lectures on religion of 1827 with
this caveat (1988:113):
The question with which we have to begin is: “How are we to secure a beginning?” For
it is of course at least a formal requirement of all scientific knowledge, and especially
philosophy, that nothing should occur in it that has not yet been proved. At the beginning, however, we have not yet proved [anything] and we cannot yet appeal to anything antecedent.
5 LaCapra (1983:38).
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ever coming to the point where we ask how theories about an entity’s nature
relate to other issues, such as the questions of rational justification and
authority. The central aim of this book is thus to contribute toward the
development of a consensus by presenting the foundations of Dharmakırti’s
philosophy in terms of a consciously constructed starting point.
In speaking of the “foundations” of Dharmakırti’s philosophy, I mean
those issues that repeatedly surface throughout his work: they are the fundamental elements of his conceptual system that, on my view, make all of
his arguments possible. I have organized those elements under three broad
categories: (1) ontology, (2) the “natural relation” (svabh›vapratibandha)
in inference, and (3) the issues of justification and authority, which I place
under the rubric of “instrumentality” (pr›m›˚ya). These broad categories,
which structure this book, encompass all the elements that enable one to
understand and appreciate any argument made by Dharmakırti. At the
same time, these categories include what is most difficult—and hence, most
controversial—in Dharmakırti’s thought. Thus, somewhat to my surprise,
I have written a book that is both an in-depth introduction to Dharmakırti’s philosophy and a detailed interpretation of certain difficult points
in his work.6

A Question of Method: A Point of Departure
The central concern of my approach to Dharmakırti’s thought is my interest in developing interpretations that attend to its systematicity: the manner in which one theoretical position—such as the uniqueness of particulars
(svalak˝a˚a)—is mutually constrained and enabled by numerous others,
such as the ultimate irreality of universals (s›m›nyalak˝a˚a) or the role of
habituation in perceptual judgment. Above all, one interpretive practice
initially led me to read Dharmakırti’s work in this fashion: namely, my
ineluctable reliance on traditional commentaries. But while I learned this
valuable lesson from the style of reasoning employed by traditional com6 In a secondary sense, I speak of the “foundations” of Dharmakırti’s philosophy so as to
allude to the way in which his relentless pursuit of certainty (niŸcaya) suggests an intriguing
form of foundationalism that is nevertheless relativist. Such an interpretation, however,
requires considerable attention to Dharmakırti’s systematicity, and it thus presupposes precisely the type of study that constitutes this book. Hence, I will touch on this issue explicitly
only in the conclusion; otherwise, the question of Dharmakırti’s seeming foundationalism
must remain a subtext, albeit an important one, of this study.
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mentators, their practices and certain features of their texts likewise posed
a set of historical problems that compelled me to construct a starting point.
In sum, I will focus on only Dharmakırti’s earliest texts, the Pram›˚av›rttika and Svav¸tti, and I will resort only to the earliest commentators,
Devendrabuddhi (ca. 675 C.E.) and ⁄›kyabuddhi (ca. 700 C.E.). To understand my reasons for restricting this study in the aforementioned fashion,
I should first explain why I was led to rely on commentaries.
In the several years of research that went into this book, two reasons
compelled me to resort frequently to commentaries. First, in practical
terms, any reader of Dharmakırti’s Sanskrit texts knows that his elliptical
and intricate statements often remain impenetrable without commentarial
elucidation. Speaking in general of Dharmakırti’s style, Richard Hayes
refers to “the tortuous writings of this highly complex thinker.”7 And referring specifically to the Svav¸tti (PVSV), a text that is especially important
for my analysis, Hayes and Brendan Gillon together note, “Dharmakırti’s
style is so terse that it is not always immediately clear what philosophical
points he intends to make.”8 I would add that, leave alone the question of
its philosophical content, even the straightforward meaning of a sentence
sometimes seem utterly obscure in Dharmakırti’s sparse style. The result is
that, unless one wishes to argue from highly conjectural interpretations,
one must refer to commentaries, where missing phrases are supplied and the
elegantly tortuous relations of Dharmakırti’s grammar are plausibly
restated. Thus, for purely practical reasons, commentaries become an
inevitable companion on any foray into Dharmakırti’s texts.
Beyond practical concerns, however, lies another compelling reason for
my reliance on commentaries: my larger aim—one that extends beyond
the present work—is not to understand Dharmakırti’s thought in and of
itself, but rather the subsequent use of his thought throughout the history
of Mah›y›na Buddhism. Thus, even if one could somehow understand
Dharmakırti’s works in a manner that ignored the history of their interpretation, such an approach would thwart me in my goals. In part, an ahistorical reading would be useless because it is a fantasy masquerading as
truth: my assumption here is that my own understanding is historically
conditioned, and thus, an ahistorical reading of Dharmakırti would be at
best deluded. But setting aside questions of delusion, one of my central
aims in attending to the use of Dharmakırti’s thought in particular histor7 Hayes (1987:319).
8 Hayes and Gillon note (1991:1).
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ical moments is to create an awareness of my own location by reflecting on
the way others from a different time and place appear from my perspective
to be conditioned by their circumstances. I do not envision that such an
awareness will awaken me from the nightmare of history so that I might
move beyond my own “contingent arrangements.” Instead, by gaining a
greater awareness of that contingency, I hope to create a more effective
agency therein.9
Thus, in consulting commentaries, I have not used them as uncontested
restatements of Dharmakırti’s texts. Instead, I have sought to learn and
even to employ the style of reasoning that they bring to the interpretation
of Dharmakırti’s thought.10 In doing so, I am not only able to use this work
as a foil to the styles of reasoning available to me in my own milieu, but I
also hope to have offered an interpretation of Dharmakırti’s thought that
readily enables one to more deeply appreciate its relevance in the history of
Buddhism.
Having chosen to rely on commentaries, I eventually encountered three
features of their style of reasoning that are especially relevant here. The first
is the systematicity that we have already mentioned. Put simply, for traditional commentators, the best interpretation of the matter at hand is one
that allows for the greatest coherence—or at least produces minimal tension—with any and all other issues addressed by Dharmakırti. One upshot
of this systematic approach is that it inadvertently highlights the pieces that
do not fit readily into Dharmakırti’s philosophical puzzle. Among the
strategies used to cope with such inconsistencies is the second relevant feature of this style of reasoning, namely, that meaning resides in the author’s
intention, not in his texts, and that in most cases the author’s intention
remains the same over the entire corpus of his work. Finally, the third feature of the style of reasoning employed by traditional commentators is
straightforward: Dharmakırti, to put it bluntly, can never be wrong.
9 I draw the notion of “contingent arrangements” from Quentin Skinner (1969). Despite
Skinner’s problematic emphasis on authorial intent, he eloquently encourages us to allow
texts from other times to displace our own assumptions. In tone, Skinner’s approach thus
resembles LaCapra’s (1983), and it contrasts with the monolithic (and somewhat hubristic)
notion of one’s own historical location that is implied by the “re-education” required by
Richard Rorty’s method of “rational reconstruction” (1984).
10 In using the notion of a style of reasoning, I am referring to the work of Ian Hacking
(1982). In brief, Hacking’s point, which might be conceived as a middle way between incommensurability and indeterminacy, is that our concern with a style of reasoning does not concern truth value per se, but rather that which makes a proposition “up for grabs” as a
“candidate for being true or false” (1982:48).
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In combination, these three features—systematicity, the appeal to authorial intent, and Dharmakırti’s inviolable correctness—lead to several concrete practices among traditional commentators. For our purposes, the most
relevant practices concern the resolution of inconsistencies—cases where
pieces of the puzzle do not perfectly fit. Specifically, if a commentator confronts an inconsistency for which he can formulate a solution, he will feel
free to supply arguments that, if necessary, move beyond the text; from the
commentators’ standpoint, movement beyond the text is justified because
the locus of meaning is not the text but Dharmakırti’s intention. Nevertheless, even though Dharmakırti’s commentators feel free to move beyond
the text, their arguments will not contradict the problematic or inconsistent
passage at hand. Instead, commentators construct arguments in the semantic space that is left open by the text itself. In some cases, a passage’s ambiguity opens it to multiple readings, and this ambiguity constitutes the space
where such arguments may be created. In most cases, however, the strict
and highly inflected style of Dharmakırti’s Sanskrit—along with a precisely
defined technical vocabulary—leaves little room for such semantic maneuvering. As a result, commentators must often depart from the text altogether to compose, in effect, a statement of the unsaid that supplies the
requisite argument. The hermeneutical principle that enables a commentator to supply such addenda is the appeal to Dharmakırti’s intention: one
is simply revealing his intention.
For a contemporary academic interpreter, these various features and practices of traditional commentaries lead to two clear advantages and some
notable problems. We have already touched on one advantage, namely, the
attention to systematicity, which permits questions that are impossible if
one attends only to minutiae.11 As a second advantage, the commentarial
practices offer the contemporary interpreter an opportunity to consider the
regnant intellectual problems and contributions in each commentator’s historical era. That is, since the commentators are most concerned with resolving inconsistencies, and since resolutions to old problems lead to new
critiques, each generation of commentators is thus responding to a new set
of concerns typical of that era. Hence, by providing access to the concerns
that are distinctive of each generation, the commentaries can serve as an
important tool for the work of intellectual history.
While the traditional commentarial approach offers these advantages to
the contemporary interpreter, the very same features and practices also
11 For more on this issue, see the conclusion to this book.
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prove problematic in a way that has led me to place strict limits on the
present study. The attention to systematicity, inasmuch as it is coupled
with an appeal to Dharmakırti’s intention, permits commentators to move
freely among Dharmakırti’s texts, and since Dharmakırti composed eight
philosophical works,12 a contemporary interpreter would encounter significant problems if she were to uncritically accept the commentators’
approach. In practical terms, the sheer size of Dharmakırti’s written corpus
would require a contemporary historian to apply the current, highly focused
standards of historical interpretation over an unmanageable amount of
material. But more important, a failure to attend to the differences in Dharmakırti’s texts effectively leads one to adopt the same stance as the traditional commentators, namely, that meaning resides in Dharmakırti’s
intention, not in the texts. In other words, if I choose to explain the meaning of a passage in Dharmakırti’s Pram›˚av›rttika, for example, by recourse
to any other passage in any other of Dharmakırti’s texts, I must claim that
something beyond that text itself links it to those other texts. For the traditional commentators, that link is provided by the intentions in Dharmakırti’s mind, and unless I affirm an even more obscure linkage, I too
will eventually resort to the notion of authorial intention. Beyond the problems attendant upon any attempt to uncover intention,13 the main difficulty
here is that, in constructing my own version of Dharmakırti’s mind, I will
fail to see the version presented by the commentaries at hand. In other
words, as the particularities of the texts themselves fade from consideration, so too will the distinction between my own imagined Dharmakırti and
the commentators’ version.
My response to this problem is not to reject the commentaries in favor
12 Dharmakırti’s earliest work is probably the Pram›˚av›rttika (“Commentary on the Instruments of Knowledge”), whose four chapters cover issues of inference, authority and justification, perception, and argument, respectively. These topics cover the entire range of the
usual issues addressed by Pram›˚a Theory, the style of discourse in which Dharmakırti participated (see chapter 1). Another early work is the Svopajñav¸tti or simply Svav¸tti (“Autocommentary”), a lengthy commentary on the Pram›˚av›rttika’s first chapter, which discusses
inference. In terms of sheer size, the Svav¸tti is probably Dharmakırti’s largest work; it is
certainly the most difficult. Two later texts, the Pram›˚aviniŸcaya and Ny›yabindu, cover the
same topics as the Pram›˚av›rttika, and as such they ostensibly cover the gamut of topics
proper to Pram›˚a Theory, although the Ny›yabindu is quite short. To discuss further some
topics addressed in these more general works, Dharmakırti also composed four other texts:
the Sambandhaparık˝› (“Analysis of Relations”), Hetubindu (“Quintessence of Reasoning”),
S›ntan›ntarasiddhi (“Proof of Other Minds”), and V›dany›ya (“Procedures for Debate”),
which is probably his last work.
13 The argument presented by David Hoy (1978) is among the most lucid in this regard.
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of some pure reading of Dharmakırti, nor to reject altogether the intertextuality of Dharmakırti’s work. Instead, I have chosen to restrict my focus
to Dharmakırti’s earliest and most extensive works, namely the Pram›˚a v›rttika and the Svav¸tti, the lengthy prose commentary on the first chapter of the Pram›˚av›rttika. In every case, I move beyond these texts only
when the commentators themselves prompt me to do so. This technique
allows me to avoid both the practical and methodological problems associated with an attempt to speak in terms of Dharmakırti’s entire philosophical corpus.
Another challenge presented by traditional commentaries is the manner
in which they are layered. As noted above, the reappropriation of Dharmakırti in each commentarial generation makes it possible to appreciate
the intellectual interests and contributions of each commentator, but we
create that possibility only if we discern clearly the distinctions among commentarial strata. As is already evident, on my view each commentator constructs an imagined Dharmakırti who replaces the text as the repository of
meaning, and in this imagined Dharmakırti’s mind, all systemic inconsistencies find their resolution. In many cases, commentaries from the same
generation largely agree—their Dharmakırti-s can be treated as one—and
those commentaries therefore form a single commentarial stratum. When,
however, one moves on to another generation (or to another line of interpretation), a new Dharmakırti appears. And since Dharmakırti’s texts are
taken by the commentators to be the inviolable account of all that matters
in regard to issues such as perception, inferential reasoning, and semantics,
the history of Buddhist theories on these issues in South Asia is embodied
by a line of imagined Dharmakırti-s, each corresponding to the interpretation of a particular commentarial stratum.14
The chief challenge for a contemporary interpreter is the work of separating commentarial strata. In short, commentaries tend to build one upon
the other, and they thus develop historical layers, often expressed in terms
of the accrued repetition of key phrases or ideas from their predecessors. At
least some interpretations—and even many phrases—of Devendrabuddhi,
the first commentator on Dharmakırti’s Pram›˚av›rttika, appear to be
repeated in all subsequent commentaries on that work, no matter how late
those commentaries might be.15 The next commentator, ⁄›kyabuddhi, nat14 See the excellent discussion of commentary offered by Dreyfus (1997:3–10).
15 It appears that in each of his own comments on the verses of the Pram›˚av›rttika,
Manorathanandin (twelfth[?] century), the author of PVV, records verbatim many of Deven-
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urally repeats Devendrabuddhi’s commentary, since part of his work is a
subcommentary on Devendrabuddhi’s text. But ⁄›kyabuddhi also expands
upon Devendrabuddhi’s work by adding his own insights. When we then
come to later authors such as ⁄›ntarak˝ita (725?–788) and Dharmottara (fl.
ca. 800), we find that the ideas—and often verbatim phrases—of both
Devendrabuddhi and ⁄›kyabuddhi are repeated in their works without any
indication as to their origin.16 This trend continues even in Tibet, where
ideas and phrases of South Asian commentators are repeated without identification by Tibetan authors.17
It is worth reiterating that the layering of commentaries does not come
about because commentators, in some slavish adherence to tradition, fail to
be original. Indeed, the layering of commentaries indicates exactly the
opposite: each stratum represents a new set of innovations and insights
brought to the issue at hand by that generation’s commentators in response
to the various developments of their times. Consider, for example, the following comment of ⁄›kyabuddhi. Here he summarizes a passage from
Dharmakırti’s Svav¸tti that addresses Dharmakırti’s philosophy of language:
The idea in this passage is that since expressions take as their
objects a conceptual appearance that is excluded from other
appearances, they are therefore established to have other-exclusions as their objects.18

drabuddhi’s comments. And even Prajñ›karagupta, whose work is striking for his apparently
deliberate decision to avoid previous commentaries, uses Devendrabuddhi’s words from time
to time. See, for instance, his use of the example of the twins at PV3.12 (Pram›˚av›rttik› la˙k›ra:193.15; PVP:129a1) and the notion of universals as svatantra (Pram›˚av›rttik›la˙k›ra:198.3; PVP:132b4) in his comments on PV3.19–21.
16 ⁄›ntarak˝ita, for example, derives his notion of the three ways of construing the term
any›poha (TS:1002–1003) from ⁄›kyabuddhi (see below, 131ff, and also PVT:142b–142a ≈
K:252). Dharmottara (PVinT, Steinkellner and Krasser 1989:13.3ff) adopts ⁄›kyabuddhi’s
notion of intrinsic (svata¯) and extrinsic (parata¯) instrumentality (for an account of these
notions, see below, 252ff). Dharmottara also (PVinT, Steinkellner and Krasser 1989:9.1ff)
adopts, albeit with some modification, Devendrabuddhi’s notions of pravartaka and pr›paka
(for Devendrabuddhi’s view, see below, 266ff). These are only a few of numerous examples.
17 See, for example, ⁄›kya Mchog ldan’s distinction between trustworthiness (avisa˙v›da)
in terms of subject and object (Dreyfus 1997:289). This distinction is in fact first presented
by Devendrabuddhi (PVP:1b4ff), a point that ⁄›kya Mchog ldan does not raise. Of course
when Tibetan commentators repeat the words of their South Asian predecessors, they do so
in Tibetan translation.
18 PVT(78b4) ad PVSV ad PV1.64: gang gi phyir gzhan las log pa’i rnam par rtog pa’i snang
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The basic point here is that an object (artha, vi˝aya) of an expression (Ÿabda)
such as “cow” is actually a specific type of negation that Dharmakırti calls
an “other-exclusion” (any›poha). Words, in short, have negations as their
objects.
With this passage in mind, let us turn to the much later commentary of
Kar˚akagomin (fl. ca. 900). As is so often the case, he repeats verbatim this
comment of ⁄›kyabuddhi, but he makes an important change:
The idea in this passage is that since expressions take as their
object a conceptual appearance that is excluded from other
appearances, they are therefore established to have affirmations as
their objects.19
For Dharmakırti, the position that expressions have affirmations (vidhi)
as their objects is directly opposed to the claim that expressions take otherexclusions as their objects. Thus, when Kar˚akagomin repeats ⁄›kyabuddhi’s comment, he ends it with a conclusion that is exactly opposite to
⁄›kyabuddhi’s. In altering ⁄›kyabuddhi’s conclusion, Kar˚akagomin clearly
had a specific problem to address,20 but we can only become aware of that
problem if we notice and take as significant Kar˚akagomin’s modification
of ⁄›kyabuddhi. And we can only do so if we resist the apparent synchronicity of the commentaries.
Attention to commentarial strata—a kind of textual archaeology—is
central to my interpretation of Dharmakırti. Specifically, I aim to present
an interpretation that focuses on the earliest commentarial stratum as
formed by the interpretations of Devendrabuddhi and ⁄›kyabuddhi.21 The

ba’i sgra rnams kyi yul du byed pa de’i phyir [ro] / gzhan sel ba’i yul can nyid du grub po snyam
du bsams pa yin no.
19 K(155.27–28) ad PVSV ad PV1.64: yataŸ c›nyavy›v¸tto vikalpapratibh›sa¯ Ÿabdair vi˝ayıkriyate tato vidhivi˝ayatva˙ siddham iti bh›va¯. Note that the emphasis in the translation is
mine.
20 In general terms, his problem is the one first raised by Uddyotakara (NV ad NS2.2.66;
687.1–4; translated below, 137)—namely, that the content of an expression or concept such
as “cow” is subjectively experienced as an affirmation, so how can the object of such an
expression or concept be a negation?
21 Given their historical importance, it is ironic that, leave alone any details of their lives
or institutional affiliations, we cannot even fix the precise dates of these two crucially important commentators on Dharmakırti’s Pram›˚av›rttika. We can only note that Devendrabuddhi precedes ⁄›kyabuddhi, and that ⁄›kyabuddhi must precede KamalaŸıla. KamalaŸıla,
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particular version of “Dharmakırti” presented here thus arises in dialogue
with their version. It is only by developing a restricted interpretation in
this manner that we can begin the painstaking task of separating commentarial layers so as to learn the insights that characterize each commentator’s work.22 And, as noted above, my aim in doing so is to get some sense
of the historical development of Buddhist thought as well as my own historical location. The archaeological metaphor that I have employed, however, can be highly misleading, in that it might suggest an almost naïve
objectivity that belies my approach to reading Dharmakırti.
To be mores specific, the archaeological metaphor of “commentarial
strata” usefully describes some constraints that I have placed on my interpretation of Dharmakırti’s thought, but this metaphor does not capture
the way I have attempted to read and think through the problems therein.
That is, by constraining my approach in historical terms, my aim is not to
uncover the meaning of the text as if it were an unearthed object. Rather,
I hope to create the conditions that enable me to participate in the vibrancy
of the Buddhist tradition’s reverence for such an influential thinker. I do
not mean that I will bow unconditionally at Dharmakırti’s feet—certain
reservations about his thought prevent me from doing so. But by locating
my interpretation within a particular historical reading from a particular
style of reasoning, my goal is to enact in imagination the aporias found (if
sometimes then obscured) by the systematic approach employed by the
commentators on whom I have relied. Those often complex and intricate
aporias are precisely the inconsistencies around which the chapters of this
book have been organized: problems in ontology, inferential relations, and
justification. Throughout I have attempted to employ a hermeneutics of
charity that gives the best possible argument from within a historically located
style of reasoning. I will not thereby resolve the inconsistencies that we
moreover, wrote commentaries on (and probably studied directly under) ⁄›ntarak˝ita. Since
Tibetan sources allow us to plausibly claim that ⁄›ntarak˝ita was active in the mid eighth century, we thus have a relative dating that places Devendrabuddhi and ⁄›kyabuddhi not before
the seventh century, but not after the early eighth. This type of relative, approximate dating
is typical in the case of South Asian thinkers, but for our purposes, a historical analysis needs
only the relative dates of these thinkers in relation to each other.
22 In addition to the historical considerations that underlie the interpretation of Dharmakırti’s work, one can also point to a practical outcome of approaching his work in this fashion. Specifically, it enables one to place limits on the secondary material to which one refers.
It is precisely for this reason that we will pay relatively scant attention to some recent, laudable studies—such as those of Dreyfus (1997) and Krasser (1991)—that might otherwise be
considered relevant, were we to study Dharmakırti’s thought in an ahistorical fashion.
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encounter in Dharmakırti’s thought, but I do hope that I have come to an
interpretation that is “good” in that it “reactivates the process of inquiry,
opening up new avenues of investigation, criticism, and self-reflection.”23

Some Suggestions for the Reader
Because this book has various aims, it also has various audiences. My overall aim is to make the content and style of Dharmakırti’s reasoning—as
interpreted by Devendrabuddhi and ⁄›kyabuddhi—available to all my
readers, and this goal thus applies to all audiences of this book. I also hope,
however, to speak directly to specialists in an attempt to encourage a historically focused consensus on at least some central issues. Hence, I aim to
present an argument that is of sufficient rigor and detail to maintain a specialist’s attention. In doing so, however, I wish to avoid the risk that, in its
technicality and minutiae, my presentation will become impenetrable to
readers not actively engaged in this field.
Balancing the needs of specialists and more broadly interested readers has
its dangers. Those engaged directly in research on Dharmakırti or Pram›˚a
Theory might occasionally ask for even greater abundance of detail and
citation, while those not directly engaged in such research will find additional detail superfluous or even overwhelming. To allay some of this risk,
I have taken several steps. First, I have placed all introductory material in
the first chapter, where I present an overview of the style of discourse
focused on Pram›˚a Theory. Second, when we turn in the remaining chapters to a detailed examination of Dharmakırti’s own views, I offer a sustained but not overly technical argument in the body of the text, while
providing greater technical detail in the notes. Third, to provide all readers with the most relevant primary source material, I have included an
extensive appendix of translations from key passages in Dharmakırti’s
works. Finally, I have attempted to avoid to the greatest extent possible the
use of square brackets in my translations of primary texts. In the academic
study of Pram›˚a Theory, the use of [square] brackets has become a standard practice as a means to indicate words or phrases in the translation
that, while implied by the source text or supplied by a commentary, are not
actually present in the source text. This practice leads to an extremely lit23 LaCapra (1983:38). Charles Hallisey (2004) evokes the kind of transformative—and yet
historically located—reading that I am suggesting here.
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eralist notion of translation, where the mark of an “accurate” translation is
its ability to be read as a simulacrum of the original. By ignoring the way
in which translation involves a dialogue with the text, such an approach
produces translations that will not enable a reader to think through Dharmakırti’s works in the way that I hope to encourage.24 Brackets, moreover,
are obviously directed only at specialists, since only a specialist could sort
out the philological implications of such insertions. For other readers,
brackets are at best a distraction, and at worst they exclude nonspecialists
by reminding them that the translation is simply a crib for the source text,
rather than a translation per se. A crib—a tool to ease the reading of Sanskrit and Tibetan—may have its uses, but it obviously is irrelevant to those
who cannot read these languages. For these reasons, I have decided to
eschew brackets, except where the inserted text is unusually lengthy or not
clearly implied. My assumption is that, even without brackets, specialists
can readily determine which phrases and words have been supplied by context or commentary.
With the above procedures in mind, I am able to offer some practical
suggestions on how a reader might best approach this material. For those
actively engaged in the study of Dharmakırti or Pram›˚a Theory, the
overview of Pram›˚a Theory may provoke some useful reflections, but if
these readers choose to move directly to the discussion of Dharmakırti’s
method and ontology (chapter 2), they will not lack any material essential
to my interpretation. Second, I would remind specialists that many notes
may be of particular interest to them, since the notes often contain
extended, technical arguments. Other readers may also find the notes of
considerable interest, but I would suggest that if the annotative technicalia
prove tiresome, the argument in the body of the text may remain both
intelligible and useful, even if the notes are not consulted. Finally, I remind
all readers that the appendix contains lengthy translations of some relevant
primary texts. My interpretation succeeds only to the extent that those
texts, perhaps initially daunting, become vibrant and intriguing sources of
change.

24 Paul Griffiths (1981:18), in his wry discussion of “Buddhist Hybrid English,” puts the
issue in stark terms: “There is absolutely no reason why Buddhology should become an hermetic tradition, sealed from the uninitiate and passed down from master to pupil by mystical abhi˝ekha; that way lies extinction, or at least self-banishment from the wider academic
community.” See also Cabezón (1995).
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